SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
GAME RULES

10 Mins+

14+

3-7 PLAYERS

Never Stop Having Fun!

Game Setup
1

Remove the Journalist
Status card from the
deck and set it aside

2

Shuffle all the cards and
distribute 6 cards to each
activist

3

Place the rest of the
cards face down in the
middle of the table (deck)

4

Next to the Deck a space
should be designated for
a Discard Pile

Let the game begin!

Who starts?
The last person to have
given blood
No blood donors? no
problem the last
person who donated to
charity begins
No Charity donors? No
problem, you decide
who goes first
after the first game
the winner starts

how to play
The game shall be
played in a clockwise
direction, with each
activist playing one
card per turn or picking
one up from the deck

played cards must
match either the
colour (Green, Blue)

or

the element (Earth, Fire,
Water) of the previous
card played

card actions
the action required by
the played card must
be completed before
THE next activist plays
a card
can't play?
you must draw a card
from the deck and the
next activist plays
don't want to play?
You can also choose
to draw a card from
the Deck instead of
playing from your hand
mistakes
If an activist plays out
of turn or plays a card
that does not match
the colour or the
element they must pick
up a card from the
Deck and it is the next
activist's turn

social action
cards

should be placed next
to the activist who
played it and can be
played regardless of
the previous card

Card privacy rules

You must not show any
other activists your
cards. You must tell
other activists how
many cards you have
when asked

empty deck?

the top card from the
Discard Pile should be
set aside and the other
cards shuffled and
used as the new Deck.
The game continues
using the set aside card

how to win
no cards

get rid of all your
cards before any other
activist

points

have three Social
Action points on the
table
Note: It is not possible
to win the game if you
hold a Virus card in
your hand

card rules
Cards Overview
1 x NATURAL DISASTER
3 x JOURNALIST
1 x Journalist Status
12 x OPPRESSOR
9 x LIBERATOR
1 x DICTATORSHIP
3 x HACKER
2 X VIRUS
6 x SOCIAL ACTION
6 x BLOCKER
6 x Divorce
6 x REFERENDUM
3 x DEBT COLLECTOR
6 x ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS
3 X R, P, S - GROUP
3 x TAKE MY S**T

Natural Disaster
can be
blocked

When you play the
Natural Disaster, all
activists must give their
cards to you. shuffle
all the collected cards
and redistribute them
by dealing to the left.
active point or
Journalist cards should
also be collected.
(reminder: blocking
protects your hand and
any active points or
Journalist cards)

journalist
can be
blocked

place the Journalist
Status card in front of
you as a reminder that
you are the Journalist.
Whenever you ask
another activist a
question and they
answer verbally, you
give them a card of
your choice from your
hand. You remain the
Journalist until another
activist plays a
Journalist or a Natural
Disaster card.

The Oppressor
canNOT
be
blocked

When you play this
card, all activists shall
try to slap the card as
fast as possible, except
for you.
The last activist to slap
the oppressor must
pick up a card from the
deck.
If it is unclear who was
last, you shall decide
who was last.

The Liberator
canNOT
be
blocked

This card looks the
same as the Oppressor
but it is not. No one
should slap the
Liberator, any activist(s)
that slap the Liberator
must pick up a card
from the deck.
You then decide which
activist plays with their
cards open. The chosen
activist can pick up their
cards when another
Liberator or a Natural
Disaster card is played.

Dictatorship
can be
blocked

Playing this card
allows you to move
the Virus from one
activist to another
(including yourself).
If you choose to move
the Virus from an
activist who is not
infected nothing
happens and the game
continues.

Hacker
can be
blocked

When you play this
card, you are able to
look at another
activists' cards.
However you must not
show anyone else their
cards.
You can steal a card
of your choice.

VIRUS

You cannot play this card,
therefore you cannot win
while holding this card. You
can move the Virus between
activists by using other cards.
When you receive the Virus
from another activist or as a
result of a Natural Disaster
you must announce “I’ve been
infected with the VIRUS”. If the
next activist plays their card
before you have announced,
then you must pick one up
from the deck.
(info: If you pick up the Virus
from the deck or receive it in
your opening hand you do not
need to announce that you
have been infected)

Social Action

You can play this card
instead of a normal
card regardless of the
card that was played
before.
The card should be
placed in front of you.
Each card counts as
one point, when you
reach three points you
win the game, as long
as you are not infected
with a Virus.

Blocker

You can play this card to block
another activist from giving or
taking card(s) from you.
Once played you must pick up a
card from the deck to replace
the used Blocker.
The Blocker can be played on
your turn but cannot be played
to block an action you initiated.
You can only play the Blocker
before you have seen card(s)
given to you.
The Blocker can only be played
if its element or colour
matches the top card on the
Discard Pile.
(info: if you are required to pick
up a card from the deck, you
cannot use the Blocker)

Divorce
can be
blocked

By playing the Divorce
card, you first shuffle
your cards then
randomly give half of
your cards away to an
activist of your choice.
If you hold an uneven
number of cards then
you round down the
amount of cards given.
For example if you hold
5 cards you give away 2.

Referendum
can be
blocked

Playing this card
triggers a discussion
between all activists.
The group decides who
shall give a card of
his/her choice and who
shall receive this card.
If the group cannot
come to a majority
decision, no cards are
exchanged and the game
continues.

Debt Collector
canNOT
be
blocked

When you play the
Debt Collector, all
activists must count
and announce the
number of cards they
have.
the activist or
activists with the
greatest number of
cards shall each pick
up two cards from
the deck, this includes
yourself.

Rock Paper
Scissors
can be
blocked

You shall challenge
another activist to a
game of Rock, Paper,
Scissors.
If there is a tie, you
shall continue dueling
until there is a winner.
The winner shall give
the loser a card of
their choice by placing
it face down on the
table.

Rock Paper
Scissors Group
can be
blocked

You challenge all
activists to a game of
Rock, Paper, Scissors.
All activists shall play a
single game
simultaneously against
you. You shall receive a
card of their choice
from each player that
beats you. You shall
give a card of your
choice to each player
that you beat. If a draw
occurs, no cards are
exchanged.

Take My S**T
can be
blocked

When you play Take My
S**t, you choose an
activist to exchange
cards with.
If this is your final card,
you still need to
exchange your cards
with another activist,
meaning they will win.
For those playing with
young children, Take My
Snot may be more
suitable.

Drinking Game
(optional)

The amount to be
consumed each time a
drinking symbol
appears should be
agreed at the start of
the game

puorG

this symbol
means all
activists
must drink

resol

activist who
loses a
challenge or
receives cards

kcolb

Drinks are blocked
in the same way
cards are when
Blocker is played

